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Dear Mr Windsor,
Many thanks for your comments on how best to ensure the Murray Darling basin is
ecologically,sodally and economically sustainable for future generations.
Today even the Hon Tony Abbott MP was spot on with the reason for today's huge challenge to
regain a sustainable balance:"Too many govemmentsfin the past]have allocated too much water."
Still today the health of the Murray may not be as important to the wider community as how we
Aussies did in the Commonwealth Games where of course we achieved fantastic results.But in the
longterm it would be extremely beneficial if a little less funding was provided for our sporting elite
and a littfe more funding for community education of the following/for even Intelligent and educated
politicians including our former Prime Minister do not accept or understand that their children's
world has vitat,finite resources such as water and that their promotion of an Australia that is "big' in
numerical terms ,If realised,would result in a greatly diminished quality of fife for our children.
We need clean,carbon-constrained air,unpolluted water,soil with low levels of salinity and species
diversity.
A viable economy is based on environmental integrity and social cohesion;not the other way round.
Barry Commoner's Laws of Ecolagy:Everything is connected to everything else.Everything must go
somewhere.ln one line as it pertains to the River Murray;we all live downstream.
As can be seen by recent more frequent news reports,climate change is an additional serious issue
that has really started to kick in with Its more frequent and severe weather events so that knowing
what is now known avoiding transitioning to a world where we do things differently,is no longer
acceptable in our children's world that is changing so greatly.
The developed world did reach a stage where slavery was no longer acceptable;where it was no
longer acceptable for women not to have the vote,for thirty million koalas to be slaughtered in
Queensland in one year,where whaling in Moreton Bay was no longer acceptable.We have also seen
the end of the Berlin Wall and apartheid in South Australia.
And now the community needs to be educated to understand the reasons why we must transition to
a state where we «K useless water aver&ll,nat justttose living in the Mufmy Darling region ;so that
enviranmenrtal outcomes are viable into the future.
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There is one legislative measure that would enable every citizen to be part of the water solution
rather than continuing on as part of the water problem.
I refer to an Australia-wide re-introduction of Container Deposit Legislation (C.D.L.) for beverage
containers.This would result in a far higher return rate of beverage containers for recycling as well as
a noticeable level of litter reduction .
C.D.L. can then be the pre-cursor to the reintroduction of Containers Designed to tast-the return of
the refillabte beverage containers.Surely with the huge challenges we face with the provision of
adequate supplies of water as well as climate change,this is the type of legislative change that must
now occur if we are genuine in our concerns for both water,energy and materials conservation and
climate change.
Many thanks for your on-going constructive comments about how best to ensure we pass on to our
children and grandchildren a n Australia that is sustainable.
All the best in the future you choose for your family,your staff and their children.

Yours sincerely,

Harry Johnson.
Volunteer,Kingflsber Recycling Centre^spley Special School.

